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STORY
The nuclear explosion on June 6, 2666 caused as
much environmental damage at the beginning as it
did at the end. But it benefited plants and other
living things in the quest for revenge on mankind
for all the abuses against the environment. Near
the nuclear power plant in Beaver Valley,
Pennsylvania, there was a greenhouse of
carnivorous plants. These underwent major DNA
modification in their organism, causing
psychological damage, and their food base was
human flesh. Each of these plants in turn modified
their physical aspects. Some spit lava to kill their
prey, others ice, etc. Scientists studied their
metamorphism, and classified them from less
aggressive to more aggressive, depending on the
components that made them physically. Those that
spit fire were called Carnivorae Herba Ignis. The
ice ones were called Carnivorae Herba Glacies.
These were the most difficult to find. Some,
instead of having thorns, their stems were
transformed into cacti.
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STORY
And so little by little they were classifying and
studying them, until the plants themselves, which
served as laboratory rats for the various scientific
studies, got tired and decided to wipe out humanity.
Only a few human beings are still alive, but hidden in
fear of being devoured by these incredible
creatures. Carnivorous plants found their way to the
most remote corners of the world, causing chaos in
their way. They also formed families and
communities, it was definitely time for them to
colonize the world. And so they did. Today there are
a few strongholds left where humans can live in
peace on the fringes of carnivorous plants, but there
is still a lot of fighting to be done to achieve peace
between the two. Less than a year ago, a group of
666 plants was identified and decided to take action
to destroy the world created by humans. The only
scientists who survived the massacre call them the
"Carnivorous Gang". And they continue to mark their
history until someone stops them.
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ROADMAP
1ST PHASE
Design website, art, NFTs and metaverse game plan
Build community
Partner with other projects

2ND PHASE
Sale of NFTs
Launch on secondary marketplaces
Start post-mint marketing and Partnerships.
Founder's reveal
Start stake-to-earn
Design Game/metaverse interface
Public Game demo
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ROADMAP
3TH PHASE
Launch game
Release gaming assets
Release in-game NFT marketplace
Launch PVE function
Mystery Airdrop

4TH PHASE
Open PVP function
Introduce quests
Carnivorous Coin ICO
Release Carnivorous fluids (mutation)
Gen 1 PFP release.

LAST PHASE
Introduce P2O items
Create mobile P2E
More partnerships
Fluid development onwards
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THE TEAM
RICK
A business and technology student at one of the most
prestigious universities in the united States. Great
experience in the field Of artificial intelligence,
blockchain, JOTS and cybersecurity. He has
participated in numerous blockchain projects (such
as tokens and NFTs collection creation), 80% of them
potentially successful. He has participated in the
construction of new technologies. ranging from data
science to machine learning.
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THE TEAM
GUSTAV
A computer engineering stud ent at one of the best
universities in the United States. With extensive
knowledge of programming and new technologies,
he likes to create 3D short films in his spare time.
With a specialization in blockchain development, this
person•s ability to create newsoftware is incredible.
On the other hand. he has partici pated in the
development of important software known worldwide.
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MINTING
DISTRIBUTION
Airdrop
10%
Team
30%

Metaverse and P2E
15%

Marketing
15%

Carnivorous Coin
30%

10% FOR PARTNERSHIP AND AIRDROPS
Holders who have 3 or more Carnivorous Gang will
receive between them an airdrop of 10% of the mint
funds.
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MINTING
DISTRIBUTION
% FOR METAVERSE AND P2E
15

%
15 of the total funds from the minting will be used to
purchase or rent plots of land for events, raffles
and games in the Solana metaverse still under
creation.

15 % FOR MARKETING

15% of the funds and proceeds will go into
marketing. We know how important promoting the
project is, so we'll be investing dearly into it.

30% FOR CARNIVOROUS COIN
30% of the funds from the minting will go
towards the creation and liquidity of the
Carnivorous Coin.
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PLAY TO
EARN
Carnivorous Gang is a P2E universe full of
fascinating creatures, which players can collect
as pets. Players aim to fight, breed, collect,
collect, raise and build kingdoms for their CG. The
universe has a player-owned economy in which
players can actually own, buy, sell and trade the
resources they earn in the game through skillful
play and contributions to the ecosystem.
With this we wanted to adapt the retro games to
the present day
There are and will be many varied game
experiences. Many of them will have players
compete against each other using complex
strategies and tactics to reach the top ranks or be
rewarded with coveted resources. Others will
have them complete quests, defeat bosses and
unlock detailed storylines.
A key difference between CG P2E and a traditional
game is that Blockchain's economic design
unlocks the ability to have complex player-owned
economies and reward players who can reach
advanced skill levels.
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PLAY TO
EARN
Players can have fun and work towards ambitious
goals while gaining potential resources that will
have real monetary value due to an open
economic system and demand from other players
- "Play and Win".
CG is structured as an open digital pet universe. CG
NFT assets can be viewed as tickets that grant
access to all current and future experiences built
upon Carnivorous Gang's intellectual property. In
this way, it serves as a base layer for a world of
infinite experiences.
The core team will create functionality for the
game assets associated with the CG brand in
concurrence with the community. The universe
must be fun above all else; only by having an
immersive gaming experience can the ecosystem
attract enough participants to accrue value for the
network.
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PLAY TO
EARN
- Additional valuable utility for CG. Over time, new
and improved experiences will be introduced,
such as Land, mini-games and Battle updates. New
experiences outside of Battle will also add utility to
CG beyond its effectiveness in fleeting goals.
Players will constantly have new objectives to
achieve within the CG universe. Ultimately, the
demand for CG will come from the intrinsic value
they can provide to players in the form of
competitive, social and progression-based fun
and achievement.
- Vertical progression, rather than purely
horizontal. Currently, to progress, the primary
way to progress in Battle is to expand the size of
the collection. This dynamic is not optimal in the
long term. Eventually, there will be upgrades to CG,
Land and other assets that will require crafting
ingredients. CG themselves can be "unlocked" to
obtain these crafting ingredients or unlock
upgrades. This creates a long-term supply sink
for the CG population. CG progression is coming in
the future; and promises to create a much
stronger bond between trainers and the CG they
choose to upgrade.
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PLAY TO
EARN
- Accessibility improvements that help unlock
sustainable value. There are several sticking
points currently for players to dive into
Carnivorous Gang to compete, have fun and
socialize with the community. Improving
onboarding and allowing players to enjoy the
game with free Starter Axies, for example, would
allow more players to fall in love with the Axie
universe and want to participate in the economy in
the long run. The more sustained the demand for
CG and associated assets, the healthier the longterm economy will be.
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CARNIVOROUS
COIN
This token built on the solana blockchain aims to
sustain the GC economy and create a payment
system by which rewards can be sent to players.
The token will always have a value, as players will
always want to receive rewards for doing
something they enjoy.
The token economy will be based on a deflationary
system, as the total supply of tokens will be limited,
thus creating an increase in demand due to a
shortage of supply, thus driving up the value of the
token.
We will announce more information about it on the
future.
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THANK YOU

666
CARNIVOROUS
GANG
ALGORITHMICALLY GENERATED ON SOLANA
BLOCKCHAIN
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